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NSC DEPLOYS PAKISTAN, GERMAN PRESS PUSH PROVOCATIONS
AGAINST INDIA

NOV. 28 (IPS) -- THE WEST GERMAN FRANKFURTER ALLEMEIGNE ZEITUNG
STATED YESTERDAY THAT "AN OPEN CONFLICT BETWEEN INDIA AND BANGLA-
DESH HAS MOVED DANGEROUSLY INTO THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY." THE
ARTICLE, DATED IN ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN, CITES PAKISTANI SOURCES,
CLEARLY LINKED TO THE MILITARY, WHO INDICATE THAT INDIAN PRIME
MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI'S STATEMENTS EARLIER THIS WEEK CONCERNING
THE DELICATE BANGLADESH SITUATION, IN FACT CONTINUE AN INDIA STATE-
MENT OF INTENT TO "PIT HINDUS AND MOSLEMS AGAINST EACH OTHER, AS
A SUBSTITUTE FOR DIRECT INTERVENTION."

THE ZEITUNG FURTHER CHARGES THAT THE "SOVIETS, AS REFLECTED IN
THEIR PRESS COVERAGE MAY BE PUSHING THE INDIANS TO INTervene IN
BENGAL," AND REPORTS THAT PAKISTAN IS "CONCERNED" ABOUT A POSSIBLE
THREAT TO PEACE AND STABILITY ON THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT.

THE ZEITUNG ARTICLE COMES AMID STRONG INDICATIONS THAT THE U.S.
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL IS ENCOURAGING PAKISTAN TO REHEAT ITS
LONG-STANDING KASHMIR BORDER DISPUTE WITH INDIA. TURKEY HAS RE-
CENTLY RENewed ITS SUPPORT FOR PAKISTAN'S TERRITORIAL CLAIMS IN
KASHMIR, AND TURKEY, IRAN AND PAKISTAN ARE CURRENTLY INVOLVED IN
A REACTIVATION OF THE DEFUNCT CENTRAL TREATY ORGANIZATION (CENTO),
A MILITARY ALLIANCE LINKED TO Nato.

ALSO, YESTERDAY'S WASHINGTON POST REVIVED A TWO MONTH OLD STORY
ALLEGING THAT RELATIONS BETWEEN INDIA AND THE KASHMIRI LEADER,
SHEIKH ABDULLAH, ARE STRAINED. THE POST ARTICLE OMITS MENTION OF
THE FACT THAT THE DISAGREEMENTS WERE RESOLVED MORE THAN TWO MONTHS
AGO WHEN INDIAN PRIME MINISTER GANDHI VISITED KASHMIR AND HELD
LONG MEETINGS WITH ABDULLAH.

LEBANESE FALANGE LEADER ACTING TO PREVENT "SOCIALIST PEOPLES'
REPUBLIC" IN LEBANON

NOV. 28 (IPS) -- PIERRE GEMAYEL, LEADER OF THE FASCIST FALANGIST
SHOCKTROOPS IN LEBANON, HAS WARNED THAT HE WILL DO EVERYTHING IN
HIS POWER TO PREVENT LEBANON FROM BECOMING "A SOCIALIST PEOPLES'
REPUBLIC AND A NEW VIETNAM," ACCORDING TO YESTERDAY'S WEST GERMAN
SUDDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG.

ACCORDING TO THE ZEITUNG, GEMAYEL ALSO ACCUSED MEMBERS OF "AMER-
ICAN GUERRILLA BANDS AND JAPANESE RED ARMY" OF FIGHTING ON THE SIDE
OF THE LEFT IN LEBANON, A POSSIBLE INADVERTANT LEAK OF CIA DEPLOYMENT IN THE HEATED LEBANESE SITUATION. THE JAPANESE RED ARMY TERRORIST GROUP IS KNOWN TO BE CONTROLLED BY THE CIA.

GEMAYEL HAS TOLD AN INTERVIEWER FOR THE LEFTIST PAPER AL-DASTOUR IN BEIRUT THAT HE EXPECTS MASSIVE NEW WEAPONS SHIPMENTS TO ARRIVE FOR HIS FASCIST FIGHTING UNITS BY SEA OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS.

CANEIRO TELLS BRANDT: PPD ARE PORTUGAL'S "TRUE SOCIALISTS"

WIESBADEN, BRD, NOV. 28 (IPS) — SA CANEIRO, HEAD OF THE "MODERATE CONSERVATIVE" PORTUGUESE POPULAR DEMOCRATIC PARTY (PPD), SAID IN AN INTERVIEW WITH THE FRANKFURTER ALLEMEIGNE ZEITUNG YESTERDAY THAT "WE ARE THE TRUE SOCIALISTS IN PORTUGAL," NOT THE PORTUGUESE SOCIALIST PARTY OF MARIO SOARES. "A STRONG WING OF SOARES' PARTY IS MORE READY, ON THE BASIS OF ITS MARXIST POSITION, TO GO ALONG WITH THE COMMUNISTS THAN WITH THE DEMOCRATIC PARTIES," HE EXPLAINED.

DURING HIS WEST GERMAN TOUR, CANEIRO IS MEETING WITH INTERIOR MINISTER WERNER MAIHOFER AND FOREIGN MINISTER GENSCHER, AS WELL AS WITH CHANCELLOR SCHmidt, WEST GERMAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN WILLY BRANDT AND UNIDENTIFIED MEMBERS OF THE CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC OPPOSITION, ACCORDING TO DIE WELT.

THE PPD IS COMPOSED LARGELY OF FASCIST SUPPORTERS OF DEPOSED PRESIDENT CAETANO.

NATO AGENT CALLS FOR "WHITE COMMUNISM"

NOV. 28 (IPS) — THEO SOMMER, THE RABILY PRO-NATO EDITOR OF THE WEST GERMAN WEEKLY DIE ZEIT, HAS CALLED FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF "WHITE COMMUNISM" IN EUROPE TO OPPOSE THE SPREAD OF "RED COMMUNISM" TO SUCH "LATIN-EUROPEAN" COUNTRIES AS SPAIN AND PORTUGAL IN A LEAD EDITORIAL IN THE LATEST ISSUE OF DIE ZEIT. LAVISHING PRAISE ON SUCH CIA AGENTS AS PALMIRO TOLGIAITI AND ENRICO BERLINGUER OF THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY (PCI), SOMMER CALLS THE RECENT JOINT COMMUNIQUE ISSUED BY THE PCI AND THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY "ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING IDEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTS COMMUNISTS HAVE EVER MADE SINCE THE END OF THE FIFTIES, WHEN THE CHINESE BROKE WITH THE KREMLIN."


CONTINENTAL PRESS

(MORE)
ECHEVERRIA WARNS OF INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS WHICH COULD LEAD TO WAR; COUNTERPOSES DEVELOPMENT AND SHARING OF TECHNOLOGY

NOV. 28 (IPS) — SPEAKING BEFORE AN AUDIENCE OF STUDENTS TWO DAYS AGO, MEXICAN PRESIDENT LUIS ECHEVERRIA ISSUED ONE OF HIS STRONGEST WARNINGS TO DATE ABOUT THE KISSENGER/ROCKEFELLER WAR PROVOCATIONS AROUND THE WORLD. "WE ARE GOING THROUGH DIFFICULT DAYS IN THE WORLD, OF DEPRESSION, UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION," HE SAID. "IN THIS MOMENT THERE ARE 12 TO 14 SITUATIONS OF TENSION THAT CAN BREAK OUT INTO WAR." ECHEVERRIA STRESSED THAT THE ANSWER TO THESE PROVOCATIONS WAS "A TRUE POLICY OF DEVELOPMENT...NOW DESIRED BY MORE THAN 100 OF THE (THIRD WORLD) COUNTRIES," AND THAT "...TECHNOLOGY MUST NOT BE PUT TO USE ONLY FOR THE SURVIVAL OF THOSE WHO (NOW) POSSESS IT, BUT MOST BE USED TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF THE OTHER COUNTRIES...FOR COLLECTIVE IMPROVEMENT."

A TRANSCRIPT OF HIS SPEECH WAS PRINTED IN THE MEXICO DAILY EL NACIONAL OF NOV. 26.

MEXICO ADVANCES THIRD WORLD PUSH FOR DEVELOPMENT AT THE UN


MENDOZA BERRUETO WAS DISPATCHED TO THE UN TO BACK UP A MAJOR PRESENTATION MADE TO THE GROUP OF 77 BY SPECIAL MEXICAN DELEGATE TO THE UN VICTOR MANUEL BARCELO TEN DAYS AGO, OUTLINING THE PROVISIONS OF THE THIRD WORLD ECONOMIC SYSTEM. THE MEXICAN ORGANIZING AT THE UN IS A PART OF THE STRONG PRO-DEVELOPMENT DRIVE UNDERTAKEN BY MEXICAN PRESIDENT LUIS ECHEVERRIA OVER RECENT MONTHS.

UAW, CPUSA, NSA UNITE BEHIND BUSING, FULL EMPLOYMENT


SOURCES HAVE INDICATED THAT THE RAND CORPORATION IS ORCHESTRATING THE NATIONAL DRIVE FOR BUSING AS A TACTIC TO COMPLETELY DISRUPT THE

(MORE)
DEMOCRATIC PARTY. "FULL EMPLOYMENT" IS A CODE-PHRASE FOR THE ROCKEFELLER-SUPPORTED FASCIST LABOR LEGISLATION DRAFTED BY SENATOR HUBERT HUMPHREY (D-MINN).

ORGANIZING AND INTELLIGENCE

FURTHER CONFIRMATION THAT NSC IS ISOLATING RUMSFELD

WASHINGTON, D.C., NOV. 28 (IPS) — THE PRESS OFFICER FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DONALD RUMSFELD INFORMED IPS TODAY THAT THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT HAS NOT STARTED PUTTING OUT SCHEDULES FOR MR. RUMSFELD. THIS UNPRECEDEDENTED PROCEDURE INDICATES THAT RUMSFELD IS NOT YET RECOGNIZED AS SECRETARY OF DEFENSE BY THE PENTAGON BRASS AND CONFIRMS REPORTS FROM INFORMED SOURCES THAT HE IS A VIRTUAL CAPTIVE OF THE TOP PENTAGON BUREAUCRACY STILL LOYAL TO OUSTED DEFENSE SECRETARY JAMES SCHLESINGER.

TWO DAYS AGO, MORTON KAPLAN, A FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF MEMBER NOW AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, TOLD IPS THAT BOTH THE HUDSON INSTITUTE AND BROOKINGS INSTITUTION THINK TANKS ARE PRESSURING RUMSFELD TO ADOPT SCHLESINGER'S COUNTERFORCE OR "LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR" STRATEGY.

ALSO PRESS SOURCES WHO HAVE ATTEMPTED TO CONTACT RUMSFELD THROUGH THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE REPORT THAT THE OFFICE STAFF, COMPRISED OF HOLDOVERS FROM THE SCHLESINGER REGIME, IS REFUSING TO TAKE ANY MESSAGES OR OTHER PHONE CONTACTS FOR RUMSFELD, INSTEAD ORDERING THAT ALL REQUESTS BE PLACED IN WRITING.

SPD OFFICIAL PREDICTS "RUBLE WILL MOVE SOON"

WIESBADEN, BRD, NOV. 28 (IPS) — A HIGH OFFICIAL IN THE PRO-DE- TENTE FACTION OF THE WEST GERMAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY (SPD), RECENTLY RETURNED FROM TALKS IN MOSCOW, TOLD IPS YESTERDAY THAT CONTRARY TO HIS EARLIER EXPECTATIONS "THE RUBLE WILL MOVE SOON."

"THE SOVIETS WANT DETENDE, DETENDE, DETENDE," HE SAID. "I SPOKE WITH LEADING PEOPLE. THEY DO NOT WANT TO EXPLOIT OUR OWN CRISIS. THEY KNOW THAT A NEW "BLACK FRIDAY" WOULD ALSO BADLY DAMAGE THEIR OWN ECONOMY...THEY WANT TRADE, TRADE, TRADE."

CORE RECRUITS MERCENARIES FOR CIA FRONTS IN ANGOLA

NEW YORK, NOV. 28 (IPS) — SOLOMON GOODRICH, THE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIRECTOR FOR THE CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY, TOLD IPS IN AN INTERVIEW TWO DAYS AGO THAT THE UNITED STATES SHOULD SEND BLACK "AMERICAN VETERANS" TO ANGOLA AS A "PEACEKEEPING FORCE." GOODRICH SAID THAT HE HAS JUST RETURNED FROM NOVA LISBOA, WHERE HE MET WITH JONAS SAVIABI, THE LEADER OF UNITA, A LIBERATION MOVEMENT OPERATING WITH CIA SUPPORT AGAINST THE PRO-SOVIET ANGOLAN GOVERNMENT.

AT THE SAME TIME, WLIR RADIO IN NEW YORK REPORTED NOV. 26 THAT (MORE)
CORE NATIONAL DIRECTOR ROY INNIS OPPOSES DIRECT U.S. INTERVENTION INTO ANGOLA, ON THE GROUNDS THAT A FORCE OF BLACK AMERICANS ARE "BY THEMSELVES CAPABLE OF COUNTERACTING RUSSIAN ARMS SUPPLIES THERE."

IN HIS INTERVIEW WITH IPS, GOODRICH DID NOT DENY REPORTS THAT UNITA AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN ARMY ARE COOPERATING IN SOUTHERN ANGOLA, BUT ONLY STIPULATED THAT THEY ARE "NOT FIGHTING AIDE-BY-SIDE." SAVIMBI HAS PREVIOUSLY TOLD INTERVIEWERS THAT UNITA HAS RECRUITED WHITE SOUTH AFRICAN MERCENARIES TO DRIVE ITS ARMoured CARS.

END OF EARLY IPS FOR NOVEMBER 28, 1975.